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Representative John Schroder, chair, called the meeting to order with a quorum at 1:03 p.m.

**Motion passed:** Motion to accept the summary from the December 10th meeting made by April Dunn, second by Sherri Houin, passed without objection.

The Committee received and discussed an example of an IEP demonstrating implementation of Act 833. Public comment and Committee member feedback indicated suggestions for increased state-wide training that is needed related to special education in general and Act 833 specifically. Additional comments indicated some delays with implementation may have resulted from concerns over perceived misalignment of state education policies, specifically Bulletin 741, with Act 833. Concerns were also shared regarding liabilities of school systems related to Individual Education Program (IEP) implementation stemming from the July 2, 2014 U.S. Department of Education letter indicating implementation of Act 833 may violate federal laws (i.e., the Elementary and Secondary Education Act and the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act).

Representative Schroder’s letter of August 12, 2014 to USDOE seeking clarification of their concerns has yet to receive a response.

**Motion:** Motion to request the Louisiana Department of Education to send a letter requesting a written response from the U.S.DOE to clarify its position as to whether current implementation of Act 833 is perceived to be in violation of Federal laws. made by Liz Gary, second by April Dunn.

**Substitute Motion passed:** A substitute motion to request the Louisiana Department of Education to send a letter to all Local Education Agencies and School Districts clarifying the legality of implementing Act 833 made by John Schroder, second by Liz Gary, passed without objection.

Strategies to more effectively inform parents of Act 833 indicated LDOE is currently working with parents to draft a parent-friendly brochure on Act 833. Members expressed the urgent need for local level educators and Families Helping Families Centers to have state-developed and endorsed materials explaining Act 833.

**Motion:** Motion for the agency conducting the IEP training to develop a basic course and a more advanced (graduate level) course for veteran teachers and/or have modules developed to allow for Act 833 information to be stand-alone materials made by Laureen Mayfield. No second was made.

Information provided revealed LSU-HDC stakeholder feedback sessions on IEP and Act 833 training modules resulted in recommendations for training to integrate Act 833 information into general training on IEP development. Local school districts may modify the information presented to best match the needs of educators within their systems.

A discussion over eligibility criteria of students in high school revealed two questions. First, was a concern over whether parents may contest the LDOE development of
eligibility criteria for students in high school that seems more restrictive than indicated in Act 833 by requiring a student to not meet state benchmarks twice on the same End-of-Course test instead of having not met state benchmarks on two different End-of-Course tests. Second, was a question related to the eligibility status of students in transitional ninth grade who have not taken an End-of-Course test.

**Motion passed:** Motion to recommend that the Act 833 Leadership Steering Committee continue meeting monthly through April to address the topics of alignment of rules and regulations, School and District Accountability, and Monitoring of Act 833, made by Liz Gary, second by Rebecca Hanberry, passed without objection.

Representative Schroder recommended all parties to work between meetings to address issues. Specifically, stakeholders were asked to share any identified problems or concerns prior to the meeting with him and LDOE. He asked LDOE to reach out to Committee members and other stakeholders and develop Task Forces to address identified issues.

Meeting adjourned at 4:09 p.m.